Manifesting Health Using VortexHealing®
By Terry Andrews
Ric Weinman, the author of Your Hands Can Heal and Breaking the Illusion, has
studied and practiced healing for 15 years. In late 1994, he stumbled on Vortex
Energy.
"I was clearing a house," he recalled, "and discovered I could grab hold and pull
this energy out of the universe and into a house. One day while I was doing this, a
voice started talking to me. It guided me to remember that I had learned to use this
energy in past lives."
Weinman describes VortexHealing as an incredibly powerful healing art from the
Merlin lineage. "It derives its name from a particular energetic vortex structure that
is the interface between our physical world and a special healing realm that is
accessed in this art. This healing realm is what makes VortexHealing so unique."
He goes on to say that the practitioner can channel not just a very powerful healing
energy – the energy and light of the vortex – but also the consciousness of this
special realm, which is composed of seven divine beings whose sole intention is to
manifest healing. This enables VortexHealing not only to perform deep healing on
the physical and emotional level, but also to release the deepest karmic issues we
hold as human beings. They are transformed directly by divine consciousness."
During a winter visit to Arizona, I was watching Ric Weinman demonstrating a
new healing energy. "By pulling in this energy," he told me, "I’m going to create
the essence of a pine forest in my kitchen."
We stood in his kitchen. Weinman closed his eyes and began to breathe deeply. In
a moment, as I watched, he created the feeling of the forest. I smelled the scent of
crushed pine needles, and felt the cool air of dense stands of pines on my skin.
His window was closed.
Weinman began working with the energy to heal people with serious health
problems treating cases of leukemia, hepatitis and chronic fatigue syndrome.
Weinman elaborated on one of his cases: "This man had had hepatitis 10 years
earlier. I put him in the healing realm for no more than five minutes. The next day
the woman came running up to me and said her boyfriend was energized, sweet
and helpful for the first time in ten years. It was as if he’d been beamed up and
they’d taken out the old soul and put in a new one."
VortexHealing is taught by transmission. For the workshop, Weinman creates a
powerful energy field that runs 24 hours a day for five days. Participants are

immersed in that field as they learn how to work with the energy. Advanced
classes offer more techniques.
Weinman often demonstrates the power of Vortex energy by putting a musical
instrument in the healing realm. "The sound of the instrument improves
remarkably," he said. "It is easy to extrapolate from that to what it is capable of
doing to a human body and energy system. You’ll never encounter any other
healing art like this."
Those who take his workshop have the vortex wheel directly imprinted on their
nervous and energy systems and their consciousness creating a permanent
connection. "In the process," Weinman explained, "the student’s entire energy
system is put through an intense light acceleration that restructures it to hold and
handle more light. At the end of the five-day training, everyone has a lot more light
in his or her body and energy field. This acceleration is permanent."
Being in the vortex energy field for five days promotes self-healing on a physical
and emotional level. Weinman promised that everyone in the workshop would lose
a couple of "karma knots," as he calls them – knots on the spine that contain
karmic issues. Most of the participants were able to feel the karma knots break free
and spin away. After my experience with losing one, I felt noticeably different. I
was still aware of a particular behavior pattern, but there was no longer any
emotion connected with it. This made it easy to eliminate the pattern of behavior
itself.
In the workshops, we learned to channel Vortex Energy and energy from the divine
realm, called Mauma, and to do in-person and distance healing. Weinman also
taught some basic wizard tricks. We learned to put Vortex Energy into a jar that
could be sealed and given to someone to use for healing or for clearing a room.
A friend who also took the workshop used it after she burned her dinner in the
broiler. When I arrived a few minutes later, there was no smell, although she
showed me the burned food as evidence. I remembered the pine forest in
Weinman’s kitchen just a few months earlier.
I began to practice VortexHealing on family members and friends after the first
workshop and I am impressed with the impact VortexHealing has on people. My
mother experienced relief from the pain of osteoarthritis and a return of her
strength. A friend’s persistent eye infection vanished overnight. Another friend
received relief from an ear infection.
VortexHealing can be used to help people, animals and the earth. Weinman teaches
his advanced classes to do earth healing. He has led several workshops in Ireland.
"Because the Vortex is designed as an interdimensional structure," he said, "it is a

natural tool for facilitating earthshifts and accessing the immense amount of divine
assistance that has become available for our present human acceleration."
Weinman also adds that in advanced Vortex work, practitioners learn techniques,
which enable them to directly participate in this acceleration. For example, they
learn to open vortex spaces over towns and cities, and to open special energetic
funnels so that the divine assistance that is trying to come in has a pathway to do
so.
Weinman said that VortexHealing began with an avatar that lived in India about
5,600 years ago. After his death, this avatar, which manifested the aspect of
magical transformation, organized the healing realm and merged this own
consciousness with it. As the source and guide for the Vortex, this avatar took the
name of Merlin. In 756 B.C. he revealed himself and the existence of the healing
realm to a spiritually advanced man in England. This man became the first human
Merlin. He chose to manifest what had been revealed to him as a path for healing
and enlightenment. This teaching became the "Merlin lineage."
"VortexHealing was resurrected in time to facilitate the earth shifts," Weinman
said. "It’s an incredible interdimensional tool to use to allow energy to come in to
create change."
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